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In the design and execution o
&:research

project, an early step
i

forward is taken when.one proposes the!mathemati1"ModeI for how the

observed data are the result of a set

This model will state haw each influenc-

esized influences.

S2 fiparameter

e

item difficulty, treatment effect) liclsw rameters interact ;(.g.,

additive, multiplicative), and what conditiOns,are.assumed. A useful

model providda a potential Los predicting similar obseiv7ations.

then, serve as frames of refesence for understanding the

hypothesized; forces ,operating in the i.forld around us.

Though' usef modals are never perfect in any

\experimental ror is , inevitable. This is dud to our inability to

-

completely control;

"
-Consequently the

and measure the variables of intereati

limits of models mUst.be tested continually
V

as we

D.

search to reveal their generality.

Since models can not serve as exact blueprints, there must be

provided a mechanism that can assess how well models do function at

'least as rough outlines.. In general the problem can be addressed by

focusing, discrepancies in the :-obserVed data and,their modelled
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jdge.

r reSiduals.

usually be:determined for situations,

extreme lack' of fit. Once base

residuals is

"residuals for

might be

_

AngingifrOmtear-perfect

established it may be pos tc

turprising, unexpected featUres.

traced back to someinomaly in the

oversight in the parameterization of

reasonablehave a

This

explanation.

the'model.

fit to

diStribution of

analyze any new set of

: Unexpected features
: . ."

N4l4eta or to an

They also. might

orig

got,

simpfe preface on model building and model 15

relevant 'when one conducts a quantitative research synthesis. One

urpose for combining re Search 'studies is to estimate

reatmeni, effect (Hedges, 1982a). The internal validity of a model

a population

for how effect size estimates ''uld be computed and combined will

hinge upon theihomOgeireity of the effect size variatiOg. Effect size

variation may be.R.ssesed in the forth offa summarx fit statistic, and a

direct consideration of the extent of individual effect variation from

the poptilation estimate. This 'paper presents some diaguastiC

techniques itTt facility _the analysis Qf effect size variation.-

a



means, coirelations, proportions (Cohen, 1977). For illustrative

purposes we consider the case where the -estimate repress the.

"stand'ardiied difference between a pair"of: means If we let the

size estimate for a single studnbe

where:
= I,2,...,k studies

'with S
c

as the

-;-C

Y2

experimental group mean

= control group. mean;

pooled estimate of the,variance, where
%. ,

ic

( ( s ee cz ts
1"/ I ./

2

c
and ne = experimental group n; fl = control 'group n,

en we can specify a weighted mead estimate of the

glation effect as .%

3ck

Gllar_

.

3e.

2 (ni 4176

The estimate GDOT has variance

c-Dio-r
e, v.V7Trior



A 9S% asymptotic confidence interval can,be exiressed is.
.

LCD' = G gor 5016-r

&Doi- 76 5'13 Pa

The model for GDOT assumes that individual

estimates

terms:

rlG

a.common population parameter, or

r, i = 1,2,...

A test of this hypothegis

q

0/ .u541

94.

(The interested reader will find the complete presentation of
Eq. 1 thru Eq. 6 in Hedges, 1982a.)

14,
If _Pas true; then

chitquard distribution

then we accept

hypothesis that ail it:

the test statisti

given by H If

If H is significant,

are equal.

With the finaing of a tigni analytic problem becomes

one/ of determining which 'effect estimates contributed to:the lack of

fit. Between -group differences can be tested with the categorical or

4
coniinuous model fitting techniques proposed by; Hedges (1982b, 1982c),

provided one has the information necessary; specify the groups.

blote techniques help explain a lack of fit by revealing when effects-
.c5

are homogeneous within groups but heterogeneous between groups.
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&
ay be the case that claSsification variables `are`; not

/-
, avai able or are not apparent'. In this situation the invedtigator may ii

WIsh' td address 4the :residuals from the' mod- fitting process.

/ J /, . i

y ___.

'Re*iduals are the differences *between individual effecta and the
.

_

*/'

p pulation ' estimate (Hedges; - Olkin, 1984). typical-

/representation °fan estimated residual and
//

5

VO%,
lt.7-31::

11-77727,777777...a- - - a---
the7modeI holds,. .'has anexpecte

its standaidi ed form is

EQ. 7

v (re)

vire.) 03'; .i-cr31:

value and variance of

o

This iesiduai is computed as the difference between' the 'j'th effect

and the population estimate, where the population estimate includes

''theAtth effect,

Ifi we want the difference between a particular e'ffect and the

_
'theother members of the sample, then we might be more interested in

. ,

representing an estimated residual And its standard4zed form as

ES

5 e 5 a)



where a .vmeans' the population estimate does not contain the jrih'

effmt in the calculation. When the model holds this residual-has an

expected value and variance of

E v (I'oar

c J,a )
01/6 'LI)4 * 2

_ m.

=
.9Z 9, 60

Note that thenumeratois and denominators in Eq.'' Eq. -8

differ. In Eq. 8 the numerator will reflect a larger discrepancy

'between a given effect and the populatiOn estimate than' will the

diffarence computed. with Eq. 7. The denominator, too, will be larger

_ .

bat the rate of change will be less than that of the numerator. The

overall result is thatresiduali computed under Eq.- 8 are larger than

o

their counterparts computed under Eq. 7.. Table 1 ^illustrates the

difference between the two alternatiVes. The _SRES residualt are

computed from the population ,estimate with all, studies included

(GDOT). The SRESJ residuals are computed based on.the population

estimate with the j th studyremoved (GDOTJ) : The differences in° the

pairs standardized residuals (SRESJ-.SRE.8) aie listed in the Din

.'col Id ,each instance SRESJ is vmore.extreme than SRES i.e,

ISRESJ.InISRES1=>0. It: asserted that these differences indicate

that SRESJ 'is a more sensitive statistic, than. SRES' for detecting

heterogeneous.
,
variation.. The remainder of thii diicussion addresses-

standardized residuals computed according to Eq:

e



Regardless-of the fort:Of the residual the.observed

Page 7

sow
,

of t

residuals ds not likely to-equal zero. Although ach residual has an

xp-ected value of zero idien the data fit the model And, therefore, the

expected value of the sum of thoSe residuals is zero, there ,is,no,
. .

Algebraic. requirement that estimated residudIs'MustSum to Zero 'when

they. are 'computed relative to a weighted estimator.
, . .

When. an analysis of residuals is undertaken it it,a reasonable to

decide first on an analytic approach that takes into account the

.

number of Studies under consideration. This is because residuals from
.

an, analysis based on 10 or fewer studies do not normally require the

techniques that are useful when 10 or more studieP are involved, This

is a relevant,00nsiderAtion because sub-analyses of effect size dat41

frequently involve feWer:and fewer studies. For a small. analysis

Is usually Sufficient to construct a table containing the original

0 ,

-estimates, their residuals, the H statistic computed _if that study
,, 0 ,

!"t

were removed from the 'analysis (HJ), and the upper and ower 959;

- 1.. 1 .

confidence interval if that study'were removed: (It is relatively

easy -during the initial pass .6hrough the data to compute :the

seaond-step statistics that result when a given study is removed.)
0.

#.n example of a summary and diagnostic table is presented as

The observed homogeneity statistic (H=8.92, df=6, p>.10),

population estimate (GDOT=.326),

Table

for the is consistent with the

hypothesis of homogeneous effects. The'95'70 confidence

a

to ,423) does not include zero. The iterated estimator

interval (.230'

of GDOT .shows

only, A slight improvement, as expected when the data'fit the. 'model



(Hedges, 19.82a, Ed.. .14) . In. the diagnostic statistics section the
A

residuals for Study (SRESJ772;01) results: from a relatively' small.

ate- (73=.=.03), -A fact rdflected in the H. stat-istic computed
1

e removed (a. declirie from ,11=8.92 to HJ---=4 87)
4

note that. remOval'oi this study would result in a rise in the
9.

estimate .of $Dur from .326 to .35 (GDOTJ) . None of the individual 95%

confidence intervals include zero. We condlude that the indiVidual
ssb.

estimates fit- the model and the population estimate is isignificantly
J

greater than zero.

\ The Analytic situatj.on chang

a..te involved. The basic problem

than an 10 or 20, 'studies

is' that it. is diffiult `to scan longr

columns of value's in any ;systematic manner.
.

is, however,
e ,

relatively easy to construct a .few simple bivariate clots to aid in

1
-.

.

,

detecting sources of variation inconsisttat with the model. _

)
1 purpose of these plots is to focus on the continuity an the range irt

the distribution of the' residuals . That is , db. the residuals fotm a

narrow, unbroken patters or do they tend forin clusters separatea:17
, ;

recognizable gaps with occasional outliers.. lying a considerabe:t
° a

distande , from the Ma body? ..., '''

4- 1.
. .

.. ',..0., , e-, %.,-.

The plots presented in thisepaper do not adol;ess whether or not
. .,the distributon residuals. fits a specific hypothesized form,...i.e.

..,
. .

. the standard normal. . 't.echhiques develefrped for' assessing .: the
. , .-..

i
ea

'statistical aistribution bar a set of: es iduals .'Are appropriate here
..

but. they ave yet to :attract. serials. _attention. Perhaps this si;s

because the analytic questi9ewhich these techniques .address has not
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demonstrated its practical significance in a quantitatiVe synthesis

context, Ih part, this is becausettechniques such as probability

plotting:have:been shown to b. e highly vari when relatively few

data points ard -plotted (cf. Daniel and Wood, 1980,

The follotding disCusi.iOn is based on data collected in 1983 by t

Professor George ,Jr. His purpose was to determine if

ristructional strategies' lea& to a significant improvement in citing

Appendix 3A)

composition skills, and if so, is there a significant, difference

between the effects of .the alternative strategies. A total of 39

studies were included. They represent six instructional- strategi4S:

graMMet (kt5) Models. (k=7) sentence combining (k=5) scaldt- (k=6)

inquiry 6), and free-writing (k=10). The fit of these data- to the

amodel was inconsistent with the hypothesis of homogeneous effect size

variaty?n (11=8448, ..df =38) p.0001). An analysis of the reSiduals was

It IS evident that the relation between an_ effect estimate : and

its residual ,is necessarily tlinear. In fact, the relation will be

. _
perfectly linear for G versus URES or versus URESJ.H:PlotSY , This

:relation is demonstrated in Figure . Linearity may; libwever,. be less,

. _ .

than :perfect,: fOr G versus SRES or :lor G versus SRES.J.'plots. :..
. ,

A less `than- perfect linear - relation is possible because of the

'influence of sample size in cdraptitin'e ttie variance of an effect
'i'.

- .-
.

,

estiMate,' More' weight; in the form of a smaller error. ietrii:, . is

attributed

f6 the

to studies with the 'larger samples. Thus, it is peiss

re' extreme of two effect estimates to haste the smaller



estimated residual. This means that ai sole consideration of the,

largest and smallest effect-ettimates is not sufficient, and b) th

preferred- choice of .residual will usually be one that has been

standardized. Obviously; if the sample sizes ye identical the

unstandardized and standardized residual plots will be identical.

,

%.0
. .

A plot- of versus SRESJ can interesting because

heterogeneous estimates be found the tails of the

°s distribution Oar. attention will be drawn to gaps in the distribution

or 4usters' in the tails. Ai example is provided in Figure 2. Two

features are,nOteworthy. The first is the less than-perfect linear

relation' (though r=.94). Study A has the

estimate (G==.27) but its residual (SRBSJ=-2.32) is not as ektreme as'

the residual for study B (G=.05, SRESJ=-3.10). This is because of the

diffeience-in sample sizes. Study A contains Samples of 41 and 36

persOns. Study B consists of samples with 420 and 371 persons. The

ditference between the Study B estimate and the population estimate

was accorded more weight than the difference between study A and the

population because study B was based on consIderably larger samples,z,

most negative effect

ths tails of the -distribution define the Second interesting

feature. The three studies, the negative tail' represent

"free-lwriting" strategies. Two of the three Studies in the positive
. -

. .

tail belong to the incidiry, category
-



What consequences

overall fit of the

tfiese. extreme .estimates have UpOii the

to -the mocWiignattiral plot to er

would. be G versus 11J, each.-:-effect estimate plotted againSt the

homogeneity of the sample irthat study were removed. The : problem

with this particular plot is that.-it. does not represent the

adverse impact of a potential1.7 heterogeneoup study.' This is because

a plot with G as an axis -does not take into account the sample

Thins; it ise, the standardized residual. (SREW versus ILT plot' which is

of interest for assessing the extent of heterogeneity contributed by

Figure illustrates

individual studies.

the relati011 beltween the standardized

residuals and the improvement c;)f fit to the model, if their respectiiTe

studies are reihiled (SRESJ -versus The plot is necessarily'

quadratic because increasingly larger and smaller effects- diverge from

the population estimate. The interesting regions are the extremes.

the curve where' either the curve extends for a substantial distance or

of

gaps occur.

The two studies With the greatest over-estimate of the population

,effect and two of the studies- in the next cluster of points .involve

ft
inquiry strategies:.. The four studies with the greatest

under=estimate of the population effect involve free-Wtiting"
. . . .

strategies. These findings supported the decision to group and

analyze common instructional strateies separately* (see Hialocks,

.1.984),



There can be a problem with this type of plot. Depending on how

'wide the plot boundaries are defined, a relatively slight difference

can be transformeCinto a large gap: gilae could attempt to prpduce

standardized graph by" dividing, each HJ by the degreet of freedom

;the

to

analysis:

identical

This plot still lookt quacrratic but now the. values tend

if the data fit, or the values

the main cluster of points by only a slight

tend to deviate from

_margin; An example is

presented in Figure 4 (SRESj versus HJ/DF) . How to construct a more

useful standardized plot remains to .be discovered..

In conclusion, I emphasize that Ae use of diagnostic techniques

is not advocated for the ad hoc purpose of finding a-bett-fitting

:subset

estimating

studies. Such a purpose is clearlY theaningless for

a population effect. The techniqudt are, however, useful

for revealing why a lack of fit occurred. The issue. of whether

studiesindividual

formed into subSets

shouldbe removed from

for

consideration or should be

separate analysis must be based cm-
.

meth249egical confide-rations that. are consistent with the original
_

o

criteria stated for indIuding or excluding studies from the original

design' That is, In the initial stage's of a project it is possible

that studies have been included that the investigator

marginal

accepts as

relevant but which are believed to be consistent with the

studies of direct, interest. This tactic is taken occasionally when

one seeks to increase the number of studies in the analysis.

°

also be the case that the, first :test of the data will be to determine

heterogeneity, given that differences are assumed to

exist-but one wants to verify that is indeed he situation. If



age

pecific studies or groups of studies do not fit the omnibus analysis

and if there 'was some ;a priori awareness that they might

their exclusion
- .

irom consideration or the construction

based on rdiagAds'4#,Ts114-Ps does warranted.
:g,!rgy

:

not, the

of a subset
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Diagnostic Techniques in Research_Syntliesis
Larry H.'. Lud1O4i Boston College, A.E4471984i

(HANDOUT)

-e
j = 1,2"..4k studies; 7 * experithental group mean

* control group mean

(G is the effect estimate for study J)

2

,GDOT:

VARG

5
VGDOT=

° E. VARG

_e d
h- + n-

_e _1c
n- n
J ti;7

VARG
jal

k
Qms ui=19
VARG

URES 4 G GDOT

URES
SRES

VARG - VGDOT

URESJ = G 7 GDOTJ

. ql:MqJ =-

)

(

=n experimental groUp

c
wnt70I group

(GDOT the'weighied:mean datimate .Of the'

popiletion .effedt parameter)

(VARG is the variance of G)

k`

GDOT s iNI5Tf .(VGDOT is the variance of GDOT)

LCI = GDOT - 1.96 * SDGDOT:.
UCI = GDOT + 1.96 * SDGDOT

)2

E ate

-
(H is the test. statistic` fOr the

homogeneity of the-G ee40-40

It is dietributed-as
k=1.

(SRES is the standardized residual

when study J is inclUded in GDOT)

(SRESJ is the standardized residual

crAv is not included in



STUDY N1 N2 VARC GDOT= URES "ESJ SRESJ DIFF

1 16 11 .1573 .459 .119 .34 .86 .459 .09 .37: .90 .04

2 30 30 .0669 .181 .119. .O6 .24 .181 .10 .08 .27 .03

3 30 30 ;0689 -.521 .119 -.64 -2.48 .521 .26 -.79 =2.70 -.22

4, 44 40 :0478 .097 .119 -.02 =0.09 .097 .13 -.03 -0.12 .03

.425 .119 .31 1.48 .20

_TABLE 1.-- Differences in SRES dependint on whether

or not j th study is included La g. estimate.
(These data are reported in Hedges, I982a.)

N

, \

SUMMARY STATISTICS

mar VGDOT SDGDOT LCI UCI H DF

:326T ;002 :049 = .230 .423 8.92 6

THE ITERATED ESTIMATOR OF GDOT

GDOT: LCI UCI

.328 .231 .424

DIAGNOSTIC STATISTICS

G URESJ SRES3 GDOTJ LCIJ UCIJ HJ

1 70 65 .0308 .56 .25 1.39 .31 .20'6 .407 7.00

2 71 49 .0345 . 05 -0.30. -1.54 .35 .247 .447 6.54

3 73 49 0337 - .03 =0.38 =2.01 .35 .254 .454 4.87

4 136 266 .0113 .:35 . 03 , 25 .32 . 211 .1.429 8.8e

5 97 266 .0142 .31 0.02° -0.15 .33 .224 '.436 8.90

6 142'26 ..0109 .34 .02 .15 .32 .213 .432 8.90

7 100 266 ..0140 15 1.15 ao .195 .407 7.61.45

TABLE 2. --Summary and diagnostic statistics for deterthining

homogeneity of, a small quantitative tesearch synthesis

(These, data are reported in Hillocks, 1984. This table and

its statistics are lir oduced by the computer program HSTAT

by .Ludlow, 1943) .



F

0.00

0.60 /

0.40,

0;zo

X0.00

-0.20

-0;40

-0.60

70.80

=7,00'

71.00 '70.00; -0.40.



for study.lt;
G -.27
SRESJ z2.32

N1 = 41

N2 = 36

-41.00 -3.20 -2.40 -1.60 -0,80 0.00 0,00 1,60

SRESJ

Figure G versus SAES.'



Rai

2.40

- 1.60

smaller

effect
h sizes

-3.20 -

-4.00
t +

'65.00 674.50 70.00 72.50 75.00 77.50 80.00 82.50 85.00 87.50 , ,


